Dial up energy savings with the new Kenall Millenium OS™ LED stairwell luminaire. The concealed high frequency Doppler sensor provides the flexibility to dim to 10% during non-occupied periods for increased energy savings. This vandal-resistant luminaire maintains optimal performance in both cold and ambient temperatures. Optimized for stairwells, this product is also suitable for any interior or exterior application. Offering Kenall’s exclusive Peace of Mind Guarantee® AND a 10-year limited lifetime warranty, the MOS can be specified with confidence.

Millenium OS™ (MOS Series)
- Step dimming capability to 90% for optimal energy savings
- ASHRAE 90.1-2010 compliant
- Meets Title 24 requirements
- High frequency Doppler occupancy sensor; concealed to provide vandal resistance and protection from the elements
- 100,000 hour LED lifetime
- 2,267 lm - 4,832 lm configurations
- 4000K CCT, 80 CRI; 5000K CCT, 75 CRI
- Marine-grade aluminum housing
- Peace of Mind Guarantee®*
- 10-year limited lifetime product warranty

* When specified with polycarbonate lens.

**Thermal Management**
Integrated heat sink draws heat away from the driver and LEDs, for long life operation.

**Emergency Option**
Emergency option with integral battery back-up provides 100% light output during emergency or power failure.

**Optics**
Available with polycarbonate or acrylic tertiary lens for reduced glare.